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Workdocs Templates

Workdocs Layouts & Tables

Now you can create doc templates and use them
just like you would do with boards!
You just create your doc as usual and save it as a
template from the top menu.

Layouts are basically
side by side content, you
can add as many
columns as you want
and they can contain
any type of content we
have.

You can also quickly
add tables in your
workdocs to help
organize your data
and information!

Workdocs Presentation Mode
If you are showcasing your workdoc on the office
TV or sharing your screen on a call, check out
Present mode! The new presentation mode brings
with it a new slick look, putting you in a view only
mode with a wider layout.

You can also switch themes during presentation!

Files Gallery
The Files Gallery is now available in the item
update section. You can now just drag and drop a
file into this section and upload the file into an
item, without having a file column at all!

Note: Currently, we do not support "external" files
(uploaded from Drive, Box, etc.)

You can choose to add a file to the gallery itself, into the updates section or
into a file column. All files within an item will be visible in the gallery, as it's an
aggregator of files for the item.

1.
2.

The "Files column' text is dynamic upon the file column name.
If there are no file columns, you'll have only the "Add file" button.

Duplicate Custom Automations
You can now duplicate custom automations via the action menu on the right of the automation
in the automations list. A copy of the selected automation will open in the custom automation
builder for editing and modifying the new automation. Once you hit create, you'll have the
resulting copy.
Note: Currently, this can only be performed on Custom Automations.

Outlook Calendar Two-Way Sync
We are happy to introduce the Outlook Calendar two-way sync
integration.
How does it work?

A native integration appears in the Integration Center. It includes three
recipes:
1. Outgoing. - From monday.com to Outlook Calendar (And sync all
changes from Monday)
2. Outgoing - From monday.com to Outlook Calendar when a person
column is assigned to someone (and sync all changes from Monday)
3 Incoming - From Outlook Calendar to monday.com (And sync all
changes from Outlook Calendar)

Important Notes about the mapping of the
fields: Similar to the Google Calendar two-way
sync integration, we applied default start & end
times when information is not mapped to relevant
dates columns. The behavior is as follows:

-If you do not fill in a start date / does not map a
start date, the event will be created in Outlook
Calendar immediately with the date as Today and
duration will be default 30 min.
-If you do not fill in / do not map an end date but
have a start date with time, the event will be
created from the start date + 30 min default
duration.
-If you fill in (and map) two date columns with
time, the event will be created at these specific
times.

Note: We do not support timeline columns for the
integration, only two date columns.

Request Access to Private Boards
In order to improve the experience of members
encountering the "access denied" page when
trying to load a private board they don't have
access to, we have added a "Request access"
button, allowing members to request access
straight from the page.
Clicking this button will send notifications to all
owners of the board, showing the user requested
access. Clicking the notification will direct the
owner to the relevant board and will automatically
open the subscribers dialog.
Previously, when the members reached this page,
and eventually got access to the board, they had
to find the link to the board again and use it. Now,
a simple refresh on the access denied page will
redirect the users to the board if they now have
access to it.

Show multiple linked items in Connect Column
We are now showing as many linked items as fits, using
a + badge to mark the remaining links that are not
visible. You can now expend the linked board column to
view more linked items!
Note: The additional items only appear once column
resize is done, so if you drag the column width back
and forth it will not change the amount of linked items
shown / hidden.

Item Modal View
Now available in monday.labs, we've replaced the right
pane slider with modal view for all items! This will
provide a single item view on the entire screen.
(Especially great for those of you using the Item Card,
as this gives more real-estate for the Item Card widget!)

Emoji Support
We are happy to share with you that there is better
support for emojis in board items. Now it is possible to
use emojis in group titles,
column names, status labels and in text columns 🔥.

Coming Soon
Keep an eye out for the following
features! Though not yet released, we
are planning to introduce them soon.

Batch Select and Edit User Type
As accounts grow, it becomes harder and harder
for admins to manage users individually.
This lead us to develop the user batch actions!

Batch change users' status - Activate/Deactivate
multiple users at once
Batch change users' types - to
Admin/Member/Viewer/Guest.
A few things to note:
●
●

Selection of users is limited to 200 users
at a time.
You can use the different filters and
search to gather users matching different
conditions.

Number + Timeline
We are happy to introduce a new combo column
that integrates Numeric and Timeline columns.
With this combo, you’ll be able to set up your
project planning faster! Tasks timeline will be
automatically populated once durations are set
and vice versa.

The combo can be used with dependencies as
well, so the whole project timeline can be set in a
few simple steps!!

Export WorkDocs to .docx
We will be releasing an export feature
which supports most of our doc blocks (with a few
exceptions), enabling you to export your Doc to a
.docx file.
Initially will support .docx exports, but we plan on
supporting .pdf in the near future as well.
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